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ABSTRACT The issue of sentiment classification in short-term and small-scale data scenarios is considered

in this paper. It is a hot topic because the text sentiment classification task in the public opinion analysis

scene has two characteristics: short time and small data scale. Existing work focused on improving the

accuracy at the cost of data and training time, without considering scenarios where time and data are

lacked. The most commonly used method to solve the problem of small data scale is to use multi-modal

information such as pictures, sounds and videos, which will lead to unbearable training time. The shorter

training time determines that the classification model is generally selected as a deep neural network with

fewer layers, such as TextCNN, TextRNN, and so on. However, such models are limited by the structure

and have a low classification accuracy. In order to solve both short-term and small-scale data problems,

a common information user attribute on social media is added to the model as multimodal information,

which includes twelve attributes such as user age, location, and posting time. This paper proposed a

sentiment classification algorithm based on multi-modal social media text information. The algorithm

makes use of parallel convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) to process

text information and user attributes respectively, and combines the feature vectors of the two models for

classification, which is called User attributes Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Network (UCRNN). The

addition of user attributes can improve accuracy, and the CNN network used to extract user attributes features

has fewer parameters, which proves that the algorithm can achieve high accuracy under short-term and

small-scale data. Experiments verify that the training time of this model is slightly less than TextRNN. The

classification accuracy can reach 90.2%, which is the state-of-the-art in the field of short-term and small-

scale data sentiment classification.

INDEX TERMS UCRNN, sentiment classification, public opinion analysis, natural language processing,

deep neural network, social media, multi-modal.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularization of the Internet has brought the extreme

convenience of information exchange. Hot issues can trigger

a great quantity discussion on the Internet in a short time.

The collection, analysis and response of the public opinion

is called public opinion analysis. Its key technology is emo-

tion classification, which is an important subtask in natu-

ral language processing. Because of the top trending search

mechanism and public discussion feature of social media,

the objects of online public opinion analysis are selected
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from Twitter, Weibo and other social media. Previous studies

focused on improving the accuracy at the cost of data and

training time, which is difficult to adapt to the short-term

and small-scale requirements of social media public opinion

analysis tasks.

Text emotion classification technology has developed by

leaps and bounds over the years. Since bidirectional encoder

representation from transformers (BERT) [1] published in

2018, the state of the art of natural language processing

(NLP) each sub-tasks are monopolized by models based on

Transformer and pre-training. That is because, on the one

hand, the Transformer network has good parallel computing

ability and has the advantages such as coding by location are
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very suitable for NLP tasks [2], on the other hand, the two-

stage mode of sub-tasks after the pre-training can improve the

effect of text processing.

In contrast, convolutional neural networks (CNN) and

recurrent neural network (RNN) series networks seem to have

reached a bottleneck due to the problems existing in their

respective network structures. It is difficult for CNN series

network to capture long distance features, and the pooling

layer cannot capture word location information. RNN series

network is difficult to be used in large-scale parallel comput-

ing. Transformer networks solves the various issues of CNN

and RNN [3] to achieve such excellent results for various

NLP sub-tasks. However, this does notmean that Transformer

network is perfect. Taking XLNet [4] as example, the premise

of achieving extremely high accuracy is the support of big

data, which means the demand for data scale and hardware.

Althoughmany scholars havemade lightweight improvement

work, training related networks still requires high hardware

configuration and plenty of time. Hence, RNN and CNN

series networks are still the choices with higher priority in

lightweight requirements [5]–[9].

The task of emotion classification in the process of public

opinion analysis is a lightweight application of natural lan-

guage processing. When the hot event just happened, there

were few relevant discussion data but many curious members

of the public. How to use these small-scale data to complete

the training of sentiment classifiers in this field in a short time

has become the key to the problem.

For such short-term and small-scale sentiment classifica-

tion tasks, the classification model is generally selected as a

deep neural network with fewer layers, including TextCNN

[5], CharCNN [6], FastText [7], TextRNN [8], TextRCNN

[9], etc. Although these networks do not require numerous

training time and large-scale corpus data, their classification

effect is not good even after optimization and tuning, due to

the limitation of the model structure

In order to improve the effect of sentiment classification

under small data scale, a variety ofmethods have been applied

to expand the information contained in the data. One of the

simplest ideas is to expand the data size. Sun and He [10]

proposed a hybrid neural networkmodel based on data expan-

sion technology. The data expansion technology can improve

the data scale, enhance the generalization performance of

the model, and then improve the accuracy. However, the

technique only artificially expands the data scale, while long-

term training on large-scale data is still required during model

training.

Another feasible and popular method is to use multi-modal

information. Kumar et al. [11] used a combination of pic-

tures and text in social media to train a hybrid classifier and

achieved higher accuracy than using two types of information

alone. Bairavel and Krishnamurthy [12] added video infor-

mation on this basis, and extracted features from the informa-

tion of the three modalities to train a neural network with very

high accuracy. Using multi-modal information in a small-

scale data set can improve the classification effect, whilst

brings several problems: First, the acquisition and processing

of multiple modal information is more complicated; The

second is that multiple modal information requires different

feature extraction networks, and the required parameters are

very large, which will increase the training time; The third

is that most social network data only contains text, without

information such as pictures and videos. The multi-modal

information classifier does not have excellent classification

accuracy in the case of single-modal input.

Abovementioned methods can tackle the problem of small

data scale. Using multimodal information to increase input

information and adjust the model structure can improve the

classification effect. However, these models require numer-

ous training time. In order to reduce the training time, a new

type of multi-modal information can be found with the char-

acteristics of widespread existence and fewer feature extrac-

tion model parameters. Using new multi-modal information

can reduce the training time of the model while ensuring

the accuracy of classification. After a lot of research, user

attributes in social networks can be used as such multi-modal

information. Therefore, a sentiment classification algorithm

for social media text data based on user attributes is proposed.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1) The user attributes in social media are added to the

sentiment classificationmodel, and thus the input infor-

mation is easy to obtain.

2) Because the CNN network used to extract user

attributes features has fewer parameters, the model

training time is short.

3) Multimodal social media text information sentiment

classification algorithm is the state-of-the-art in short-

term and small-scale data sentiment classification.

This article is organized as follows:

Section II explains user attributes and its influence on user

emotions. A model for sentiment classification of short-term

and small-scale data is presented in section III. This section

covers the structure and formula of User attributes Convo-

lutional and Recurrent Neural Network (UCRNN) model. In

section IV experiments and analyses of various models are

discussed. Finally, conclusions are presented in section V.

II. USER ATTRIBUTES

There are mainly two types of data in social media, namely

tweet data and user attributes including the characteristics of

the poster and the time and space of the posting. Researchers

have done little research on the relationship between user

attributes and text emotions, focusing instead on emotional

similarities in tweets posted by users with certain attributes in

common. Mairesse et al. [13] divided users into five person-

alities based on attribute characteristics, and added different

weights for each personality in different emotions to assist

text emotion classification, proving that user attributes can

be used to assist text emotion classification.

In addition to the emotional portrait of users, there are

also studies on emotional similarity in time and space.
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Mitchell et al. [14] combined the geo-tagged text set of social

media with the corresponding emotional characteristics of the

annual survey of more than 400 cities in the United States,

proving that people in a region have certain similarities in

word usage and emotional tendency. Li et al. [15] studied

people’s collective response to special events in a very short

time through social media, and the emotional trend of the

public towards an event in a short time is always similar.

All the above researches have proved that there is a direct

relationship between user attributes and text emotions, but

they do not further apply user attributes directly to text emo-

tions classification. The proposed method constructs a multi-

modal classification model using user attributes as auxiliary

knowledge to increase the input information of the text classi-

fication. It should be noted that it is very convenient to obtain

user attributes. Crawler technology can be used to obtain user

attributes in natural language on social media.

Based on the research on preoccupant social media and

linguistic information, the main user attributes are divided

into two categories. The user’s characteristics include age,

gender, hometown, number of posts, number of follow and

number of followers. And the tweet attributes include time,

place, tool, number of likes, number of retweets, num-

ber of comments. The dimensionality reduction method,

such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Lin-

ear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), may cause information

loss. The neural network has the ability to process 12 fea-

tures, so there is no need to reduce the dimension of user

attributes.

III. UCRNN MODEL

What the model needs to accomplish is to predict emotional

categories for text with user attributes. There are two types of

input data that need to be spliced using two parallel models.

For text feature extraction, RNN series network is used to

retain word position information. For the feature extraction of

discrete user attributes, CNN series network is more appro-

priate. In the end, the feature vectors of the two models

are spliced for classification, and the final weight matrix

is trained by full connection without fixed weight value.

The whole model is called User attributes Convolutional and

Recurrent Neural Network (UCRNN) due to the use of CNN

based on user attributes and RNN based on text.

The input data are text data and user attributes, both of

which are natural language text. After the text is segmented,

it is represented by W1, W2 to Wn, and the user attributes of

publishing the text are represented by U1, U2 to Um. embed-

ding from language model (ELMo) [16], BERT, XLNet and

other models are not suitable for short-time text classification

due to the long training time. Text W needs to consider con-

text information, and use the model globalvectors for word

representation (GloVe) [17] that can well represent global

co-occurrence information as the word representation model

of W. Because the user attribute U does not need to consider

the full text information, the word2vec [18] model with a

smaller window is used for word vector representation.

ELMo and its improved word representation model can

take context information into account when training the word

representation model, and can distinguish polysemy cases

well. But neither GloVe nor word2vec has similar ability.

Therefore, the same field text was used in the selection of

training data to improve the ability of word vectors to adapt

to the corresponding field. GloVe and word2vec trained word

representation matrices P and Q respectively, and the dimen-

sions were S × N and T × N . One-hot representation of text

vocabulary Wi is V (W (i)), and the dimension is 1 × S. The

one-hot attribute vocabulary Ui represents the word vector as

V (U (i)) and the dimension as 1 × T . Then the distributed

representation X and Z of the two types of data are as follows:

Xi = V (W (i))× P (1)

Zi = V (U (i))× Q (2)

where the text word vector Xi(i = 1, 2 · · · n) as the input

of bi-directional long-short term memory (Bi-LSTM), input

forward channel and reverse channel. The calculation formula

of ht output by long-short term memory (LSTM) computing

unit at time t is as follows:






































ft = σ (Wf · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bf )

it = σ (Wi · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bi)

ot = σ (Wo · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bo)

c̄t = tanh(Wc · [ht−1,Xt ]+ bc)

ct = ft × ct + it × c̄t

ht = ot × tanh(ct )

(3)

where ft , it and ot are the output values of forgetting gate,

memory gate and output gate at time t, ct and ct are the

temporary cell state and cell state at time t. Wf , Wi, Wo and

Wc are forgetting gate, memory gate, output gate and cell state

transition matrix, bf , bi, bo and bc are corresponding linear

offsets.
−→
hn and

←−
hn are used to represent the output of the last

computing unit of forward and reverse LSTM. The output

H of the whole network is derived from the fusion of two

vectors:

H = (
−→
hn ,
←−
hn ) (4)

Attribute word vector zi(i = 1, 2 · · · n) is the input of

CNN network, and the vector is combined to obtain the user

attribute matrix Z . Zi:j is used to represent the splicing of all

word vectors in Zi and Zj as follows:

Zi:j = Zi ⊕ Zi+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zj (5)

where symbol⊕ represents the splicing between vectors. The

convolutional layer uses stitching vectors of different window

widths to extract feature vectors Ci under various filter widths

of Z as follows:

Ci = f (w · Zi:i+h−1 + b) (6)

f (x) =

{

x, if : x > 0

λx, if : x < 0
(7)
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FIGURE 1. UCRNN model structure. The model is composed of a CNN and a BI-LSTM in parallel. The BI-LSTM is used to process the social
media text, and the CNN part is used to process the user’s attribute characteristics. The features extracted from the two models are
fused and used for text emotion classification.

where h is the window width, λ ∈ (0, 1) is the linear offset, b

is a bias term and f is the nonlinear activation function Leaky

ReLU. Combine different Ci into feature matrix C .

C = [C1,C2, · · · ,Cn−h+1] (8)

Pooling of feature matrix C can reduce dimension and

extract effective features. The final output N of attribute data

obtained from the Max-pooling layer in the CNN module is

as follows:

N = max−pooling(C1,C2, · · · ,Cn−h+1) (9)

The output feature vectors of the two networks are H and N ,

which are fully connected with the neurons of the number

of category tags. Perform SoftMax probability calculation

on the output of each neuron, and finally get the predicted

classification result y as follows:

y = g(W1 · H +W2 · N ) (10)

g(i) = argmax
i∈S

ei

∑S
j=1 e

j
(11)

where W1 and W2 are the feature matrices, S is the number

of emotion categories, and g(i) indicates that the category

with the highest probability is selected using the SoftMax

activation function, which is the model prediction category y.

The UCRNN model uses CNN to extract user attribute

features and RNN to extract text features. After combining

the features, it is used to infer the sentiment category of user

tweet data. The total number of model parameters is slightly

more than that of the TextRNN model.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, several

commonly used models in short-term and small-data scenar-

ios are used to conduct accuracy comparison experiments

with the UCRNN model under the same other conditions.

In this part, All simulations are based on Python language,

and the configuration of running computer is 32G installed

memory, 4 Intel R©Cores(TM), i7-7700 3.60 GHZ CPU.

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The most commonly used Chinese social media public data

set is MicroblogPCU, which contains 230,000Weibo content

and corresponding user attributes. However, the investigation

found that the data set only contains part of user attribute

information, which cannot meet the needs of the experiment.

In order to obtain all kinds of user attributes of Weibo,

crawlers are used to obtain tweet data and user attribute

data on the same social media Sina Weibo. After crawling

and cleaning, 38,000 pieces of data were obtained. Emotion

annotation of data is divided into six experimental data sets

according to data scale and number of emotion categories.

The data set used in the experiment is not benchmarked, but

the acquisition method and acquisition medium are the same
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TABLE 1. Experimental data sets.

as the benchmarked data set MicroblogPCU, and the six sub-

category data sets are all balanced.

Where c represents the number of emotion categories,

divided into Double emotion (DE) and Multi emotion

(ME); N represents the data set size, divided into Small(S),

Medium(M), Large(L); V represents the word size, Vpre rep-

resents the pre-training word vector size, and Test represents

the amount of data in the test set. Multiple data sets are

constructed because it is necessary to prove the classification

accuracy of the UCRNN algorithm on various data scales and

emotional categories.

B. COMPARISON MODEL

In the existing research and applications, there are some

commonly used deep neural networkmodels that are effective

in sentiment classification tasks in small-scale data and short-

term scenarios. Choose the five most popular models with

the same training time as UCRNN as the comparison model:

TextCNN, CharCNN, FastText, TextRNN, TextRCNN.

· TextCNN[5]: A word-level text classification method

based on a one-dimensional convolutional neural network

uses convolution kernels of different sizes to extract features

of different text lengths. It is the baseline model of the CNN

part of the UCRNN model.

· CharCNN[6]: Character-level text classification method

based on convolutional neural network. Character-level one-

hot encoding of English letters and various commonly used

symbols, and reverse encoding to convert each character into

a vector. Finally, a convolutional neural network is used to

classify character-level text vectors.

· FastText[7]: Character-level text classification method

based on word representation and linear model. The model

changes the input of the CBoW model to n-gram character

vectors, and the output is sentiment classification labels.

The hierarchical SoftMax layer is used when the number of

categories is large, and the training time is extremely short.

· TextRNN[8]: A word-level text classification method

based on Bi-LSTM. The two-layer LSTM extracts the infor-

mation of the previous text and the following text respec-

tively, and finally combines the output of the two for text

classification. It is the baseline model of the RNN part of the

UCRNN model.

· TextRCNN[9]: A text classification method based on

the serial connection of Bi-LSTM and CNN. The output

FIGURE 2. Learning rate vs. loss. With the deepening of training, loss
continues to decrease in small-scale shocks, and then begins to rise
sharply after reaching a certain level. The lowest learning rate is about
0.0012. In order to avoid the loss explosion that may occur when using
the lowest loss value, the initial learning rate of the UCRNN model is
selected as 0.001.

vectors in the two directions of each layer of Bi-LSTM are

fully connected with the word representation vector and then

activated and pooled for text classification. It takes a little

longer and the accuracy is higher.

· UCRNN: The model proposed in this paper is based

on the text classification method of Bi-LSTM and CNN in

parallel. LSTM is used to process text, CNN is used to process

user attributes, and the output of LSTM is fully connected

with the output of CNN and then activated for text classifica-

tion. Using the features of the two modules, a relatively high

accuracy rate can be achieved especially on small-scale data.

C. MODEL TRAINING TRICKS

UCRNN is a new type of deep neural network, and the choice

of hyperparameter values will affect the speed and accu-

racy of the training process. This article uses some tricks to

determine a series of training measures and hyper-parameter

values, including the selection of parameters such as weight

initialization, learning rate, batch-size and dropout.

The choice of learning rate is a very critical step in model

training. A learning rate that is too lowwill cause themodel to

converge slowly or even fail to converge, and a learning rate

that is too high may cause convergence to the wrong position.

The traditional learning rate selection method is to try a lot of

different learning rates, so that good results can be obtained,

but a plenty of time will be wasted. Smith [19] proposed that

in the first epoch of a new training process, different mini-

batch trainings should be selectedwith different learning rates

that increase from small to large. Record the trend of loss

as the learning rate changes, and the appropriate learning

rate can be selected. This paper uses this method to find the
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FIGURE 3. Loss function curve. It represents the change process of the loss function values of the six models as the training iteration increases. Each
curve decreases with slight fluctuations and gradually tends to converge, which proves that there is no problem in the selection of hyperparameters
during the training of each model. The FastText model has the fastest convergence rate, followed by UCRNN, and the remaining models converge slowly. It
can be observed that the iteration required for UCRNN convergence is lower than its baseline model TextRNN.

appropriate learning rate of the UCRNN model, and draws a

line graph of the trend of loss with the learning rate.

Whether the weight is initialized or not mainly affects the

convergence speed of the neural network, and may affect

the convergence effect. The UCRNN model is designed to

solve the problem of emotion classification in short-term

and small data scenarios. Without a large amount of data

for pre-training, it is necessary to choose a suitable ini-

tialization method to improve the convergence speed. For

the case where the activation function is Leaky ReLU,

the He initialization method [20] can achieve very good

results.

In the choice of batch-size, a large value requires more

calculation space, and a small value requires a longer running

time. Considering the characteristics of the tasks handled by

UCRNN, a larger batch-size is selected after experiments,

with a value of 64. UCRNN is a parallel combination of CNN

and RNN. The feature fusion part uses full connection, and

the weight is difficult to determine. Using a larger probability

dropout can quickly find themost suitable weight for combin-

ing the two modal features, and finally add a 0.5 probability

dropout to the fully connected layer where the twomodels are

combined.

TABLE 2. Selection of the hyperparameters.

D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In order to verify the efficiency and accuracy of the UCRNN

model, under the same other conditions, six models were

trained using the same data to show the relationship between

the iterations and loss of each model, and to ensure that the

hyperparameter selection of eachmodel has no problems. The

training time, accuracy, precision and recall of the six models

are obtained and analyzed.

The accuracy of the UCRNN model on each data set is

higher than the comparison model. Especially in the case
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FIGURE 4. Model training time. The bar graph represents the time (s) required for the six models to train one epoch on each
of the six data sets. Comparing the training time of each model, FastText is the shortest, TextRCNN is the longest, and the
time required for UCRNN is ranked second, close to the third place TextRNN. Since the UCRNN model converges quickly, it
requires less epoch than TextRNN, which can prove that UCRNN is faster than TextRNN in overall training time.

TABLE 3. Model accuracy.

of small-scale data training, the classification accuracy is

significantly improved compared to the baseline model. In

the comparison between data sets, the accuracy of binary

classification is slightly higher than that of multi-class clas-

sification, and the increase in data size will also increase the

classification accuracy.

The two tables respectively show the precision and recall

of the six models on the six data sets. The precision and recall

of UCRNN on each data set are higher than the comparison

model. In the comparison within the model, the precision is

higher than the recall, which indicates that the model has a

higher rate of classifying data sentiment as negative in the

TABLE 4. Model precision.

TABLE 5. Model recall.

binary classification, and it is easier to identify negative sen-

timent. In the comparison between the data sets, the precision
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and recall of binary classification are higher than those of

multi-class classification, and the increase in the number of

data will also improve the precision and recall.

UCRNN can achieve the highest values in terms of clas-

sification indicators such as accuracy, precision, and recall,

which proves that using CNN to extract user attribute fea-

tures to assist Bi-LSTM to extract text features is very

effective for user sentiment classification. The training time

required for each epoch of UCRNN is slightly higher

than that of TextRNN. However, UCRNN requires less

epoch to converge than TextRNN, and its training time is

lower. Experiments have proved that UCRNN can achieve

state-of-the-art for short-term and small-scale emotion

classification.

V. CONCLUSION

In order to ensure the short-term and small-scale data require-

ments of sentiment classification in public opinion analysis

scenarios, this paper proposes a model UCRNN that uses

user attributes to expand the input information. It used CNN

network to extract user attribute features and used Bi-LSTM

to extract text data features, and the features were fused in

parallel for emotion classification. Through the data obtained

on social media Sina Weibo, the experiment proved that

UCRNN can achieve the best classification result with less

training time than TextRNN.

UCRNN is a very effective solution for social media text

emotion classification task, but there are still some problems.

On the one hand, in terms of the selection of user attributes,

some of the 12 user attributes selected in this paper have

been confirmed by previous studies to be directly related to

emotion categories, but some of them cannot be determined

whether their addition has a positive or negative effect on

the whole model. In the experiment, it is found that too

many choices of user attributes may cause overfitting, and too

few choices cannot greatly improve the classification effect.

Further research will conduct a more in-depth analysis of this

problem, select a more appropriate user attribute collocation

and give the reasons. On the other hand, whether the selection

of the network model and the integration of the dual model

can be improved also needs further research. Using CNN

to extract user attributes in UCRNN is a good method, but

at the beginning of designing the model, a fully connected

neural network was also considered. In the fusion part of the

two models, this model uses the parallel splicing of feature

vectors, and whether the use of weight distribution or serial

connection can get better classification results still needs

further verification.

The success of UCRNN is mainly due to its use of

multi-modal information, which can increase the amount of

features contained in small-scale data. The use of multi-

modal information will be a very challenging and meaning-

ful research direction in the field of artificial intelligence,

which mainly includes two points: firstly, the choice of multi-

modal information, which should have the characteristics of

easy access and strong relevance; secondly, how to reduce

the parameters of the model, because the amount of param-

eters of the neural network that extracts the multi-modal

information features has a great impact on the training

time.
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